Abstract. Highly heterogeneous XML data collections that do not have a global schema, as arising, for example, in federations of digital libraries or scientific data repositories, cannot be effectively queried with XQuery or XPath alone, but rather require a ranked retrieval approach. As known from ample work in the IR field, relevance feedback provided by the user that drives automatic query refinement or expansion can often lead to improved search result quality (e.g., precision or recall). In this paper we present a framework for feedback-driven XML query refinement and address several building blocks including reweighting of query conditions and ontology-based query expansion. We point out the issues that arise specifically in the XML context and cannot be simply addressed by straightforward use of traditional IR techniques, and we present our approaches towards tackling them.
Introduction

Motivation
Ranked retrieval systems for heterogeneous XML data with both structural search conditions and keyword conditions have been developed recently across digital libraries, federations of scientific data repositories, and hopefully portions of the ultimate Web (XRank [8] , XIRQL [6] , XXL [13, 14] , etc.). These systems are based on pre-defined similarity measures for elementary conditions and then use rank aggregation techniques to produced ranked results lists. Due to the users' lack of information on the structure and terminology of the underlying diverse data sources, users can often not avoid posing overly broad or overly narrow initial queries, thus facing either too many or too few results.
For the user, it is much more appropriate and easier to provide a relevance judgment on the best results of an initial query execution, and then refine the query, either interactively or automatically by the system. This calls for applying relevance feedback technology [1, 2, 9, 11, 12, 16] in the new area of XML retrieval. The key question is how to generate a refined query appropriately based on a user's feedback in order to obtain more relevant results among the top-k result list.
As an example, suppose we have the following portion of XML document collection (Figure 1 ) with research activities and bibliographic information after crawling and indexing some scientists' homepages.
The user may submit the following query in order to find researchers who work in Germany on the field of Information Retrieval (IR). The query is expressed in the XXL Here '/' stands for path concatenation, '#' for arbitrary paths of XML elements, '∼' for semantic similarity conditions on XML element (or attribute) names as well as XML element (or attribute) contents, and '$H' for variable condition. We refer to [14] for details.
XXL queries contain exact and vague conditions. In the above query, the pathmatching condition $H/country and the element-content condition = Germany are exact, the other four conditions are vague: 1) #, 2) ∼department, 3) ∼research, 4) ∼ IR . In the following we focus on the vague conditions.
The sample query is decomposed into four elementary sub-queries, each of which is binded with a weight indicating its relative importance. (see weight assignment in section 2.1 and architecture of XXL in section 4.)
Each of elementary sub-queries is evaluated by system locally and scored based on IR-style tf * idf measures for element contents and general ontological similarity measure for element names. The total score of an XML path with regard to the entire query is computed in a simple probabilistic manner as the product of the local scores, (for all conditions are combined in a conjunctive manner. See section 2.1 for how to
